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63 Ramsden Road London SW12 8RA    Tel +44 (0)20 8772 1427 

www.venetiavyvyan.com    Email vv@venetiavyvyan.com 

WINTER 2018 
If the spring & summer brings forth great fiction, then the autumn & winter seasons offers a 
rich crop of biography & history for hungry minds.  As ever, this list is but a fraction of what 
has been, or will be, published this season so if you do not find something to tempt - or you 
would like help finding the perfect present - do get in touch 

BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIRS 

 
ANDREW ROBERTS    Churchill: Walking with Destiny   (1152pp) £35 
Magisterial, fresh reappraisal, drawing on new sources including King George VI’s diaries   

BEN MACINTYRE    The Spy and the Traitor   (384pp) £25 
Oleg Gordievsky, double agent, & his daring escape from Soviet Russia  

ADAM ZAMOYSKI    Napoleon: The Man behind the Myth   (727pp) £30 
Self proclaimed genius whose fatal flaw was to believe in his own propaganda 

DAVID ATTENBOROUGH    Journeys to the Other Side of the World   (432pp) £25 
Further adventures of the young naturalist, determined to record nature in a new way 

MARK LOGUE    The King’s War   (320pp) £20 
What happened after ‘The King’s Speech’? George VI & speech therapist Lionel Logue 

CHRISTOPHER LEE    Carrington: An Honourable Man   (576pp) £25 
Peter Carrington: fiercely independent politician, diplomat, enemy of cant  

BILL CUNNINGHAM    Fashion Climbing: A New York Life   (256pp) £16.99 
From milliner to celebrated fashion journalist: a memoir of those heady Manhattan days  
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ANTHONY KENNY   Brief Encounters   (224pp)      £19.99 
Sixty vignettes of prominent people, past & present: their achievements, flaws & foibles 

JAN MORRIS    In My Mind’s Eye   (366pp) £16.99 
A collection of diary pieces from the journalist, historian & travel writer - in her 90th year 

PIERS BRENDON    Churchill’s Bestiary   (320pp) £20 
How a fascination with the animal kingdom informed much of his life, writing & pleasure 

RAMACHANDRA GUHA    Gandhi 1915-1948   (1088pp) £40 
Life of the Mahatma, Father of the Nation, from his arrival in India to his assassination  

KATE HUBBARD    Devices and Desires   (384pp) £20 
Life & architectural achievements of Bess of Hardwick including her original Chatsworth 

TRACY BORMAN    Henry VIII and the Men who Made Him   (512pp) £25 
The King’s changeable temper towards the men whom he trusted & then often destroyed  

DIARMAID MACCULLOCH    Thomas Cromwell: A Life   (752pp) £30 
The self-made ‘ruffian’ whose actions in England & Ireland reverberate with us still  

ANNA BEER    Patriot or Traitor   (336pp) £18.99 
Life of Sir Walter Ralegh: writer, explorer, patriot & traitor, full of chaotic energy 

JAMES BUCHAN    John Law   (496pp) £25 
The Scottish financier who, despite humble beginnings, became Louis XIV’s ‘saviour’  

KENNETH ROSE    Who’s In, Who’s Out: Journals Vol I  (640pp) £30 
Wry & amusing, the journals of the Royal biographer & historian: 1944-1979  

ALEXANDRA CHURCHILL    In the Eye of the Storm   (416pp) £25 
King George V: at the heart of his nation’s war effort & its post-conflict responsibilities  

NAIM ATTALLAH    No Longer with Us  (823pp) £30 
Anthology of interviews. Includes those with Hardy Amies, Harold Acton, Diana Mosley 

JENNI MURRAY    History of the World in 21 Women  (304pp) £16.99 
Painters, politicians, scientists, rulers: their lives, struggles & achievements 

RUTH DAVIDSON    Yes She Can   (288pp) £20 
Leader of the Scottish Conservatives interviews inspirational women from divers fields  

ADRIAN DANGAR    Life on the Edge   (232pp) £20 
Life & tragic death of Tristan Voorspuy: adventurer, charmer, Kenyan conservationist  

JAMIE BLACKETT    Red Rag to a Bull   (256pp) £20 
A humorous, often moving memoir about taking over a small family estate in Scotland 

SUE PRIDEAUX    I am Dynamite!   (416pp) £25 
Life of Nietzsche. Setting the record straight on an oft misunderstood philosopher  

MOEEN ALI    Moeen   (336pp) £20 
The England cricket star on the game, his Birmingham upbringing & Muslim faith  

MICHAEL PARKINSON    George Best: A Memoir   (224pp) Nov £20 
Both memoir of a friendship & a biographical reassessment of the man & the icon  
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ARTISTIC LIVES & LETTERS 

 
PATRICK LEIGH FERMOR  More Dashing  (480pp) £30 
Further letters from the late lamented traveller, writer & social darling with a zest for life 

DAVID LOUGH ED.    Darling Winston   (576pp) £30 
A selection from the forty year correspondence between Winston Churchill & his mother  

EDWIN MULLINS    In Search of Art: Adventures and Discoveries   (272pp) £12.99 
The art critic & journalist on some of the unconventional characters he has encountered  

DAVID BATTERHAM    Dear Howard   (128pp) £12.99 
Letters from a bookseller to Howard Hodgkin: full of eccentrics, incident & humour  

RICHARD HARRIES    Haunted by Christ   (352pp) £19.99 
How struggles with faith inform the works of great poets & writers of the modern age  

SYLVIA PLATH    The Letters of Sylvia Plath Vol II 1956-1963   (1088pp) £35 
Covers the years with Hughes, her bursts of creativity & struggles with depression 

PHILIP LARKIN    Letters Home   (688pp) £40 
Previously unpublished family letters reveal a happy childhood & abundant filial gratitude  

JEAN MOORCROFT WILSON    Robert Graves Vol I   (461pp) £25 
Covering his time at Charterhouse, service during WWI & his complicated emotional life 

 JANE GLOVER    Handel in London   (448pp) £25 
How a twenty-seven year old composer arrived in London in 1712 – & never left 

JUDITH CHERNAIK    Schumann: The Faces and the Masks   (352pp) £20 
Drawing on unpublished archive material, a fresh interpretation of the man & his music  

ALAN JOHNSON    In My Life: A Music Memoir   (320pp) £16.99 
A fourth dimension to ‘This Boy’: his love of music from Bing Crosby to the Beetles  

DAVID MCCLAY  Dear Mr Murray: Letters to a Gentleman Publisher  (320pp) £16.99 
Received by seven generations of John Murrays: full of literary history, gossip & friendship 

MATTHEW STURGIS   Oscar: A Life   (907pp) £25 
Wilde: the brains & substance behind the surface pyrotechnics, his kindness & generosity  

COLM TOIBIN    Mad, Bad, Dangerous to Know   (192pp) £14.99 
Often surprising influence the fathers of Wilde, Joyce & Yeats had on their famous sons  
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HISTORY & POLITICS  

 
MAX HASTINGS    Vietnam: An Epic Tragedy 1945-1975   (752pp) £30 
Blending military & political history, a narrative of a war that no side deserved to win  

SIMON JENKINS    A Short History of Europe   (400pp) £25 
How one small continent left its indelible mark upon the world: a chronological narrative 

NEIL OLIVER    The Story of the British Isles in 100 Places   (448pp) £25 
From Happisburgh to Dungeness: a tour through Britain’s history with a partisan guide 

ANYA LUCAS    The Livery Halls of the City of London   (304pp) £45 
Both an illustrated history of the buildings lost over the centuries & the forty that remain 

PETER ACKROYD    Dominion   (416pp) £25 
Penultimate volume in the author’s History of England: the Victorian Age  

MICHAEL PALIN   Erebus   (352pp) £20 
From Antactica to the Arctic, the glorious & disastrous history of a ship & its adventurers  

ADRIAN TINNISWOOD    Behind the Throne  (384pp) £25 
A domestic history of the British monarchy: the courtiers, cleaners, clowns & clerks 

DAVID GILMOUR    The British in India   (640pp) £30 
Viceroys & rascals, merchants & missionaries: four centuries of a complex relationship  

GEORGE MORTON-JACK    The Indian Empire at War   (5820pp) £25 
“They arrived in the nick of time” (Curzon). India’s crucial role to Allied success in WWI  

ALLAN MALLINSON    Fight to the Finish   (420pp) £25 
Based on his ‘Times’ articles, the enormity & horror of WWI, month by month  

SARAH WEARNE    To Our Brothers   (216pp) £29.95 
In Memoriam: monuments to WWI’s ‘Lost Generation’ to be found in Britain’s schools  

JAMES OWEN ED.    ‘The Times’ Great War Letters   (384pp) £20 
Drawn from the letters page of ‘The Thunderer’, myriad matters of concern to the Nation 

GILES MILTON   D-Day: the Soldiers’ Story   (512pp) £25 
The human stories behind the myth: Allied, German & civilian tales of terror & bravery  

MARK SIMMONS    Ian Fleming and Operation Golden Eye   (256pp) £19.99 
Sabotage & disruption scheme to keep Spain out of the war, masterminded by Fleming 
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CHRISTIAN JENNINGS    The Third Reich is Listening   (336pp) £20 
First mainstream book on the signals intelligence & codebreakers of the Third Reich  

GERRI CHANEL    Saving Mona Lisa   (400pp) £20 
Moral courage shown by the Louvre staff to protect their treasures during WWII  

JAMES BARR    Lords of the Desert   (416pp) £20 
From 1942 to 1967, Britain & America vied for supremacy in the Middle East 

HELEN PARR    Our Boys   (400pp) £20 
Social & cultural history of the Parachute Regiment: its role during the Falklands conflict 

LUCY INGLIS    Milk of Paradise   (464pp) £25 
History of opium from ancient Mesopotamia to the present  

T M DEVINE    The Scottish Clearances   (496pp) £25 
How 18th century economic interests of the few changed the Scottish landscape   

CLAIRE HARMAN   Murder by the Book   (224pp) £14.99 
Could a work of fiction have provoked a vicious murder? A Victorian cause célèbre  

ISABEL HARDMAN    Why We get the Wrong Politicians   (336pp) £18.99 
The ‘Spectator’ assistant editor on what a MP really does & why they are often derided  

HELENA KENNEDY    Eve was Shamed   (352pp) £20 
How British justice still fails women. A QC investigates & reveals what hasn’t changed  

ALAN GREENSPAN    Capitalism in America: A History   (496pp) £25 
Timely exploration of America’s role in fostering progress (with Adrian Wooldridge)  

MICHAEL LEWIS    The Fifth Risk   (224pp) £20 
What do American public servants think of their present government? Fit for purpose? 

BOB WOODWARD    Fear   (448pp) £20 
The seasoned Washington Post journalist on Trump’s White House. If only it was fiction  

PJ O’ROURKE    None of My Business   (240pp) £16.99 
The financial sector in all its grimy reality – as seen by the American political satirist  

MARK URBAN    The Skripal Files   (384pp) £20 
Based on interviews before the Salisbury attack. How deadly is the new East West spy war?   

MELVYN BRAGG    In Our Time   (352pp) £25 
Celebrating twenty years of the Radio 4 programme, fifty of its captivating discussions  

LEVISON WOOD    Arabia   (368pp) £25 
Circumnavigating the Arabian Peninsula in the footsteps of Lawrence & Thesiger 

SHAUN USHER ED.    Speeches of Note   (384pp) £25 
Spanning the ages: the famous, infamous & the (unspoken) draft speeches from history  

SIMON SEBAG MONTEFIORE    Written in History   (272pp) £14.99 
From Rameses to Pankhurst: letters of the past enrich our present & illuminate the future 

DAN SNOW    On this Day in History   (464pp) Nov £14.99 
Daily snippets of history: from Napoleon’s rabbits to the meeting of Lennon & McCartney  
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ART & ARCHITECTURE  

 
DAVID MLINARIC    Great English Interiors   (224pp) £39.99 
Manors, castles, public buildings: five centuries of culture. Photographed by Derry Moore 

JOHN MARTIN ROBINSON    The Travellers Club   (367pp) £35 
Bicentennial history of an institution: a refuge for adventurers, politicians & mavericks  

ANDREW WILSON  Wild about Chelsea  (208pp) £21.99 
From King’s Road to World’s End: the area’s richness celebrated in photograph & text  

JEREMY MUSSON    The Country House: Past, Present, Future   (424pp) £65 
The architecture, history & treasures of Britain’s great houses (with David Cannadine) 

MARK ROSKAMS    The Equestrian Life   (240pp) £40 
Divers equine homes across the British Isles & Ireland: from studs to stables to barns   

JAMIE CAMPLIN    Books do Furnish a Painting   (256pp) £24.95 
From the 15th to 20th century : the relationship between books, pictorial art & the artist  

PEYTON SKIPWITH   Eric Ravilious Scrapbooks   (208pp)      £40 
The febrile mind & inquisitive nature of the artist & calligrapher from his five scrapbooks  

MONTE PACKHAM    Living with Matisse, Picasso and Christo   (432pp) £30 
The collections of Teto Ahrenberg & his friendships with many of the artists  

CAROLINE DE GUITAUT   Russia: Art, Royalty and the Romanovs (496pp)  £49.95 
Relationship between Russia & Britain through the lens of art (Queen’s Gallery)  

IAN HISLOP    I object   (224pp) £25 
A visual history of dissent in 180 objects from 6th C BC Babylon to the USA today (BM)  

DAVID CANNADINE ET AL   Tudors to Windsors   (240pp) £29.95 
Pictures from the National Portrait Gallery: the dynasties, trends, artists & patrons   

ALISON SMITH  Edward Burne-Jones  (224pp) £40/£25 
From outsider to revered artist of the fin de siècle (Tate Britain) 

CHRIS STEPHENS    St Ives: The Art and the Artists   (320pp) £26 
Hepworth, Nicholson, Heron, Frost & the coastal haven that inspired their work  

JAMES TAYLOR   Picturing the Pacific   (256pp)      £25 
Joseph Banks & the botanical artists who recorded the findings of Cook et al 
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY  

 
YOTAM OTTOLENGHI    Simple   (320pp) £25 
Minimal hassle for maximum joy: 130 recipes to savour at home  

ROWLEY LEIGH    A Long and Messy Business   (416pp) £25 
Culled from his ‘Financial Times’ column: 120 straightforward, elegant recipies   

PETER WOHLLEBEN    The Secret Network of Nature   (288pp) £14.99 
From the author of ‘Hidden Life of Trees’, the invisible connections that balance nature  

CHARLES RANGELEY-WILSON    Silver Shoals   (352pp) £18.99 
Cod, carp, salmon, eel, herring & the British fishermen who caught & care for them 

STEPHEN MOSS    Dynasties   (288pp) £25 
The shifting hierarchies of animal families. Introduction by David Attenborough (Illust.)  

JOHN LEWIS-STEMPEL    The Glorious Life of the Oak   (96pp) £8.99 
The British tree: from cradle to coffin but also the flora & fauna which depend on it  

TIM FLANNERY    Europe: A Natural History   (272pp) £25 
An ecological history of Europe: its place at the ‘crossroad’ of the world 

LAURA MASON   National Trust Book of Crumbles   (128pp) £9.99 
Over fifty recipes to comfort & console through those winter months  

ANNA DEL CONTE    Vegetables All’Italiana   (208pp) £20 
Doyenne of Italian cookery goes vegetarian: a range of classic recipes as well as the new  

LOUISE WALKER    The Traditional Aga Cookbook   (400pp) £30 
From slow cooking to baking, soups & sauces: the essential cookbook  

PETER PARKER    A Little Book of Latin for Gardeners   (336pp) £12.99 
The whys & wherefores of Botanical Latin & the naming of plants 

LINDA JANE HOLDEN   The Gardens of Bunny Mellon   (280pp) £45 
From her own gardens in Virginia & Antigua to those designed for friends including JFK 

GEORGE PLUMPTRE   The English Country House Garden   (208pp) £18.99 
Refreshed & revised to include gardens created by Dan Pearson & Tom Stuart-Smith  

TOM PARKER BOWLES    Christmas & Other Winter Feasts   (304pp) £30 
The traditional spirit of Fortnum & Mason: celebrate from Guy Fawkes to Burns’ Night 
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FICTION, THRILLERS & CRIME  

 
SEBASTIAN FAULKS    Paris Echo   (320pp) £20 
A man & a woman, from different walks of life, struggle to reconcile past with present  

WILLIAM BOYD    Love is Blind   (384pp) £18.99 
The story of one man’s life & choices as the nineteenth century charges into the twentieth  

STEPHEN FRY    Heroes   (496pp) £20 
Companion volume to ‘Mythos’: the lives & legends of the Ancient Greek Heroes retold  

KATE ATKINSON    Transcription   (352pp) £20 
A reluctant recruit to MI5 in the 1940’s finds her past catching up with her  

FREDERICK FORSYTH    The Fox   (352pp) £20 
The most dangerous weapon in the world isn’t a missile or a sub, it’s a 17-year-old boy.... 

HARUKI MURAKAMI    Killing Commendatore   (704pp) £20 
A portrait painter unearths a strange picture in an attic with unforseen results    

CHARLES FRAZIER    Varina   (368pp) £20 
From the author of ‘Cold Mountain’, a tale set during the American Civil War  

ANDREW MILLER    Now We Shall be Entirely Free   (432pp) £18.99 
A survivor of the Peninsular War, John Lacroix has more to fear at home 

SUSAN HILL    The Comforts of Home   (320pp) £18.99 
A series of new cases for Simon Serailler prevents him from suffering from self pity 

JAVIER MARIAS    Berta Isla   (544pp) £18.99 
Berta & Tomás: a relationship built on secrets, lies & spies  

HUBERT MINGARELLI    Four Soldiers   (160pp) £12.99 
Russia 1919, a lull in the fighting. Four men take stock, enjoying the tranquility  

SARAH PERRY    Melmoth   (320pp) £16.99 
From the author of ‘Essex Serpent’, a gothic tale of guilt, death & the hope of redemption  

C J SANSOM    Tombland   (784pp) £20 
Edward VI is on the throne, rebellion is brewing. Where do Shardlake’s loyalties lie? 

ELLY GRIFFITHS    The Stranger Diaries   (416pp) £12.99 
From the author of the Ruth Galloway mysteries, a contemporary gothic thriller  
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JESSICA FELLOWES    Bright Young Dead   (400pp) £12.99 
Second mystery featuring the Mitford sisters & their maid, Louisa Cannon  

IAN RANKIN    In a House of Lies   (384pp) £20 
Everyone has secrets, no one is innocent. Only Rebus knows where the trail will end 

BARBARA KINGSOLVER    Unsheltered   (480pp) £20 
Separated by time, two figures struggle against circumstance, united by a house they love 

BEN SCHOTT    Jeeves and the King of Clubs   (320pp) £16.99 
With the blessing of Plum’s Estate, Jeeves & Bertie embark on a mission most secret  

JONATHAN COE   Middle England  (432pp) Nov £16.99 
Reflecting the temper of our times, a comic critique of the state of the (Brexit) nation 

ANJA DE JAGER    A Death in Rembrandt Square   (320pp) Nov £20.99 
Has detective Lotte Meerman bungled a case? Or is the murder part of a larger deception?  

PRESENT POSSIBILITIES  

 
DARCEY BUSSELL    Evolved   (192pp) £30/£50 
In rehearsal, at fashion shoots, atop the Albert Memorial. Signed limited edition available  

NICOLA JANE SWINNEY    The Sporting Horse   (224pp) £24.99 
From dressage to polo, steeplechasing to carriage driving: celebrating our equine athletes  

GILES KIME    Nina Campbell: Interior Decoration   (240pp) £40 
From pared-back grandeur to modern elegance. But above all, the importance of comfort  

DARROCH PUTNAM   Flower Colour Guide   (484pp) £24.95 
A survey of 400 plants & their colours: an indispensable bible for every flower arranger 

ANNA MURPHY    How Not to Wear Black   (256pp) £16.99 
‘Times’ fashion editor on how to find your individual style, shop better & spend less  

GEORGE COURTAULD    Three Men on a Diet   (224pp) £12.99 
Who wants to lose 3st? An anti-diet book for those who appreciate the finer things in life 

THOMAS MOULE    England’s Victorian Maps   (144pp) £30 
The masterpieces of one of England’s foremost cartographers: showing a country in flux  

DON MCCULLIN    The Landscape   (184pp) £50 
Veteran war photographer on the brooding Somerset Levels & places further afield  
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SEASONAL TRIFLES 

 
GYLES BRANDRETH    Have you Eaten Grandma?   (320pp) £9.99 
The mis-use of grammar in the English language: a humourous lament & practical guide  

FERGUS BUTLER- GALLIE    A Field Guide to English Clergy   (192pp) £12.99 
A gallimufrey of clerical eccentrics, the Church of England’s most colourful personalities  

ROB SEARS    Vladimir Putin: Life Coach   (192pp) £9.99 
Release your inner autocrat & take control. Tips for everyday life from a master politician  

CHRISTOPHER REID    Old Toffer’s Book of Consequential Dogs   (128pp) £16.99 
A companion piece to Eliot’s ‘Old Possum’, a canine collection of varied verse 

LUCIEN YOUNG    The Secret Diary of Jeremy Corbyn: A Parody   (192pp) £9.99 
Inside the mind of that proud yet socially awkward Islington resident 

ROBERT MCCRUM    The 100 Best Nonfiction Books of all Time  (256pp) £14.99 
From the King James Bible to Kolbert’s ‘Sixth Extinction’: culled from his ‘Observer’ series 

GARETH MOORE   Ordnance Survey Puzzle Book   (240pp) £14.99 pbk 
Navigational tests, word games & other conundrums: perfect post-Christmas pick-me-up  

TIM BENSON    Britain’s Best Political Cartoons 2018   (208pp) £12.99 
From Brexit to World Cup: twelve tumultuous months captured by the best satirists’ pens  

GILES WHITTELL    Snow: An Optimist’s Guide   (304pp) £16.99 
A bible for snow enthusiasts: whether you like skiing, snowmen or just the drama of it all 

ALISON WEIR    A Tudor Christmas   (160pp) £9.99 
Move over Victoria: how many of our traditions date back to an earlier time of revelry  

PENNY JUNOR    All the Queen’s Corgis   (224pp) £14.99 
The Queen’s beloved corgis, dorgis & gundogs: their personalities, quirks & eccenticities  

GEORGINA RODGERS    A Year of Reading Aloud    (224pp) £14.99 
A poem to learn & enjoy for each week of the year: from the traditional to new voices 

JAMES OWEN  ED.    On this Day    (396pp) £9.99 
Perfect post-prandial, pre-snooze facts & trivia 

JOHN JULIUS NORWICH    A Christmas Cracker 2018  (24pp) £7.50 
Being a final commonplace selection from our late lamented polymath & friend 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
All these books may be ordered through us via email (vv@venetiavyvyan.com) or over the 
telephone (+44 (20) 8772 1427) and can be sent to destinations across the globe. 
Sometimes publishers change date of publication or need to reprint popular titles.  In these 
situations, or where prices change, we will let you know before sending out your order. 
We will endeavour to have them sent as speedily as possible choosing the most efficient and 
cost effective way available.   
 
Payment may be made via credit card (please ring through the details if at all possible) or 
sterling cheque made payable to Venetia Vyvyan Ltd. or by bank transfer to Lloyds Bank, 
Account number: 50856160 Sort code: 30-84-68. 
 

 

WRAPPING SERVICES 
Presents look more special for the care taken in making them look mysterious and inviting. 
We have a selection of wrapping papers and ribbon to make them just that. Please just ask 
and a book will be wrapped and a card with your message enclosed. 
 
Especially at hectic times of year (Christmas springs to mind) it can take a load off your 
shoulders to know that the presents you have chosen are ready to put under the tree.. 
 
 
A separate list of recommendations for children (of all ages) is available on request 

Venetia Vyvyan Ltd Registered in England No: 09799095  
Registered Office: 63 Ramsden Road London SW12 8RA 
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